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I never could quite make it.
These thoughts are too much for me.

THOUGHTS TO START THE DAY

READ AND THINK, ABOUT, EVERY DAY

STOP procrastinating (Grasp the nettle)

CONTROL your anger (Don't let it prove you a fool)

SMILE -- its contagious

DON'T be belligerent

STOP cursing, improve your vocabulary

APPROACH a pot of gold with exceptional caution (Look it over -- twice)

PAY that compliment

LISTEN more than you speak, THINK before you speak

CONTROL your passion; DON'T LET IT lead YOU -- Don't let desire make you regret your present actions later (remember the lad and the men)

If you want to be better than average, YOU HAVE TO WORK MUCH HARDER THAN THE AVERAGE

NEVER FORGET; when the going gets rough, the ROUGH gets going!!!!!

YESTERDAY IS NOT LIKE TO RECOVER,

BUT TOMORROW IS LIKE TO WIN OR TO LOSE. I am resolved that I shall

WIN THE TOMORROW BEFORE ME!!!!
Whitman

1. Grow up. (Think—don't be so readily with an excuse.)
2. Conduct with superiors.
   (time & place for everything)
3. Know your status and position and conduct yourself accordingly.
   (generally show respect for)
4. Courtesy. (giving and taking personal attention)

5. Organize yourself and your work so that the insignificant is not a major crisis.
6. When time permits exhaust all efforts to find answers before asking the simplest of questions.

GOOD POINTS TO REMEMBER WITH KATHY

1. Don't nag.
2. Don't try to make your partner over.
3. Don't criticize.
4. Give honest appreciation.
5. Pay little attentions.
6. Be courteous.
7. BE GENTLE.